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Dear Parents,  

Who can use this book?  

Children studying from Class 1 to Class 12 can use this book.  

How to do the exercises in this book?  

In each exercise, a group of words are listed. Most of the words are mentioned 
again. Some words don’t have the matching pair. The task is to find the words 
which don’t have pairs.  

Example  

swim bend sing took 
took hook send swim 
send sing wind bend 

 

In the above example, hook and wind do not have pairs. All the other words are 
written twice.  

Children studying in higher classes can do these exercises as a speed test. For 
them, the task would be to find out how quickly they can spot the words which do 
not have pairs.  

What are the benefits of doing these exercises?  

1. Young children can become familiar with commonly used words having three, 
four and five letters.  

2.  It will develop their concentration.  

3. Children who struggle to read would become more fluent readers.  

 It is hoped that the children would enjoy doing the exercises.  

 

Amrita Vidyalayam Team 
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പിയ ര ിതാ െള, 

1. ആർെ ാെ  ഈ പു തകം ഉപേയാഗി ാം?  

 ഒ ് മുതൽ പ ് വെര ാ കളിൽ പഠി ു  കു ികൾ ് ഈ 

പു തകം ഉപകാരപദമായിരി ും. 

2. ഈ പു തകം എ ിെന ഉപേയാഗി ാം? 
ഓേരാ േബാ സിലും വാ ുകൾ എഴുതിയി ്. മി വാറും 
വാ ുകൾ ് േജാഡികൾ ഉ ്. േജാഡികൾ ഇലാ  വാ ുകൾ എതയും 
േവഗം ക ുപിടി ണം.  

Example  

swim bend sing took 
took hook send swim 
send sing wind bend 

 
ഈ ഉദാഹരണ ിൽ, hook, wind എ ീ ര ് വാ ുകൾ ് േജാഡിയില.  
ഉയർ  ാ കളിൽ പഠി ു  കു ികൾ ഇതിെല എ സർൈസസുകൾ 
'േവഗത െട കൾ' (speed tests) എ  നിലയിൽ എതയും ചുരു ിയ 
സമയം െകാ ് െച വാൻ ശമി ണം. 

 
ഈ എ സിർൈസസുകൾ െച താൽ ഉ ാകു  േന ൾ എെ ലാമാ ?  
 
1.  കു ു ൾ ് ഇം ീ  ഭാഷയിൽ സാധാരണയായി ഉപേയാഗി ു  
മൂ ്, നാ , അ ു അ ര ൾ ഉ  വാ ുകൾ പരിചയെ ടാം. ഇ  
കു ികെള േവഗ ിൽ വായി ാൻ സഹായി ു ു. 

2. അവരുെട ഏകാഗത വർ ി ി ു ു.  

3. വായി ാൻ ബു ിമു  കു ികൾ േവഗ ിൽ വായി ാൻ പഠി ു ു 

ഈ പു തകം നി ള െട കു ികൾ ് ഉപകാരെ ടുെമ ് ആശി ു ു. 

 

അമൃത വിദ ാലയം ടീം 
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Exercise 1 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs.  

ten one try bun 
one fun ten red 
buy cap son gum 
son bun try fun 
red gum sun cap 

 

 

Exercise 2 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs.  

say bet pot fry 
won toy pay cow 
cry say low let 
pay let cry pot 
cow toy won bet 

 

 

Exercise 3 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs. 

den her bid gem 
sub fee saw did 
did her bus see 
bee bid den saw 
see fee gem sub 

 

www.amritavidyalayam.org 
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Exercise 4 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs.  

pot shy pay pit 
sap dry dot top 
lap top shy pay 
dot dry sap tip 
tip lap cop pit 

 

 

Exercise 5 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs.  

bed pit sit now 
wed did lid bet 
cod sit now for 
bet bed did new 
for pit cod wed 

 

 

Exercise 6 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs. 

tie pot sum won 
pop day rap fry 
pay pip tie sun 
fry sun won day 
rap pay pop pot 
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Exercise 7 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs.  

mug ear bad leg 
lad lid gum put 

gum put mug eye 
bed leg tip ear 
tip eye bad lad 

 

 

Exercise 8 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs.  

pan our sip new 
eel net now net 
owl axe bus pan 
new ten sip owl 
bus our axe eel 

 

 

Exercise 9 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs. 

put fur wed pun 
for sat mum fur 
pun pop den nip 
nip wed put pop 
den mom for mum 

 

 

www.amritavidyalayam.org 
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Exercise 10 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs.  

our bet bee zoo 
gun net let gun 
see mum zoo owl 
bee our net mum 
gum let see bet 

 

Exercise 11 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs.  

wed ill pot gut 
cry try get top 
pot top ill tug 
bun gut wed cry 
tug dry try bun 

 

Exercise 12 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs. 

are tin dug new 
cow get mew axe 
dug bin ire tin 
new cow get dig 
axe ire mew are 
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Exercise 13 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs.  

for bid ran out 
sat fly sat van 
dot bid vie ply 
ran for out dot 
ply run fly vie 

 

 

Exercise 14 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs.  

yam rat tie yes 
pie say guy pay 
tie pay lay rap 
boy lay pie yam 
yes guy rat say 

 

 

Exercise 15 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs. 

was web new doe 
bow his sip saw 
sew did was his 
web sip new bow 
doe saw zoo sew 
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Exercise 16 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs.  

bid one did dud 
any car end and 
dud bud won bud 
end one did but 
and bid won any 

 

 

Exercise 17 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs.  

pig gum yes met 
net ply ten fly 
fly met sit pug 
pig elf yes ten 
sit net gum ply 

 

 

Exercise 18 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs. 

her hum hem hid 
hug hit hop her 
has hem red hot 
hop hit hid hum 
red hot hug his 
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Exercise 19 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs.  

pry cut but too 
cat dry bad cut 
too had bud fry 
but fry cat had 
pry bad toe bud 

 

Exercise 20 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs.  

but dig got tug 
gut hut wet leg 
get fun gut got 
tug pig but dig 
hut fun get wet 

 

 

Exercise 21 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs. 

fly too tie end 
bin pie dew tin 
two tie red two 
wed tin too fly 
red dew pie bin 
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Exercise 22 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs.  

mew pit wow fit 
lop run rut top 
fit wow tip bow 

run bow lop pit 
pop top rut mew 

 

 

Exercise 23 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs.  

end axe put ass 
nut are fin net 
ass fin kin and 
net and sew end 
are put kin axe 

 

 

Exercise 24 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs. 

ton sad are bet 
car pat lad sad 
bed rot sew car 
are bet ton eve 
sew lad bed pat 
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Exercise 25 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs.  

won now hot his 
how sat pay how 
hug her bay won 
bay now sat her 
hot tie his hug 

 

 

Exercise 26 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs.  

die bed did say 
ten red net ray 
day say tie ten 
net die ray rug 
bed did red tie 

 

 

Exercise 27 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs. 

fat lag fur fin 
sin buy gap pin 
dim fat sin lag 
fur gap far dim 
pin leg fin leg 
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Exercise 28 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs.  

gap zip axe die 
die sin get bit 
lid yes lid hen 

hen bit gap axe 
get zip sin fit 

 

 

Exercise 29 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs.  

bed tie lay get 
now bud now mew 
sad get tie lie 
dub mew run bud 
run sad lie bed 

 

 

Exercise 30 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs. 

gig net rug mad 
dad bud rid gig 
net rig dad met 

mad met rug did 
bud say rid rig 
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Exercise 31 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs.  

bed had win hat 
dad lad ran dad 
hit bit win wig 
bad wig had lad 
hat bed hit bad 

 

 

Exercise 32 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs.  

wax men con fox 
rot ban vex can 

man lug rot ban 
vex box con man 
can wax men box 

 

 

Exercise 33 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs. 

big ice fix mud 
ace fax ink axe 
big fit mix dug 
axe fax mud fit 
fix dug ice ink 
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Exercise 34 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs.  

cow fox all fix 
ice moo box axe 

moo lax fix bar 
fox bar all six 
lax axe ice box 

 

 

Exercise 35 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs.  

oak vie got tug 
key bus vie two 
got tug bus gum 
was two ivy oak 
gum key bug was 

 

 

Exercise 36 - Spot the two words that do not have pairs. 

tin paw ten big 
own saw ink bin 
bin dog paw vow 
big tin saw ten 

own vow dog gas 
 

www.amritavidyalayam.org 
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Answers to PART ONE  

1 buy, sun 2 fry, low 
3 bus, bee 4 pot, cop 
5 lid, new 6 pip, sum 
7 lid, bed 8 now, ten 
9 sat, mom 10 gum, owl 
11 get, dry 12 bin, dig 
13 run, van 14 boy, rap 
15 did, zoo 16 car, but 
17 elf, pug 18 has, his 
19 dry, toe 20 leg, pig 
21 wed, end 22 tip, pop 
23 nut, sew 24 rot, eve 
25 tie, pay 26 day, rug 
27 buy, far 28 yes, fit 
29 dub, lay 30 say, did 
31 bit, ran 32 lug, fox 
33 ace, mix 34 cow, six 
35 bug, ivy 36 ink, gas 
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Exercise 1 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs.  

toy and end did and 
new rug men bus now 
bad has say has toy 
say end did man bad 
six bus new men now 

 

 

Exercise 2 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs.  

sow mix tax rap sow 
dug hid rid now day 
rap now lay did own 
sad day mix tax sad 
did hid own mud rid 

 

 

Exercise 3 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs. 

few lay fan her fur 
she few bag may his 
may fad lay fur boy 
bug far bag she far 
fan her dip his bug 
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Exercise 4 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs.  

hid cub dew dam him 
ebb wed egg hit lad 
hip saw ebb met cub 
hit wet hid saw met 
egg lad dam wed him 

 

 

Exercise 5 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs.  

mob lax net hag say 
far bob pug lob tax 
lot hag mob mix lot 
hog mix net dot lax 
lob pug tax hog far 

 

 

Exercise 6 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs. 

bud dry leg dad log 
bid end cry win dab 
gig log bid lag end 
tie dad dry leg cry 
gig bud ear dab lag 
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Exercise 7 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs.  

hen rag bug saw wed 
tax bag rig bay rug 
his saw wed bag ear 
rag hen rug sew rig 
bay eye ear his bug 

 

 

Exercise 8 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs.  

bus hip bad hop end 
old die pip tin new 
bin end new bus big 
win vow hip bin pip 
hop tin old vow bad 

 

 

Exercise 9 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs. 

ape fat any axe fag 
any ill ape fig hum 
eve fag hen lay ill 
hue axe bob eve fat 
bob hum fig hen cub 
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Exercise 10 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs.  

cap fix law few cub 
cog cat den hog hen 
hen bud fix end cat 
boa den cap cog cub 
few dam hog boa bud 

 

 

Exercise 11 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs.  

pal bin lap big sin 
win ram run win bag 
big hop mar pal sin 
mar bin ram few war 
few bag dog lap run 

 

 

Exercise 12 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs. 

any ape gap pig sew 
gap law saw tap mix 
ate was fix car ate 
tap car sew was pat 
fix saw mix ape law 
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Exercise 13 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs.  

men hit sit hay tax 
pop six big his ink 
lax hay say man pop 
sit men sip lax say 
hit tax big man his 

 

 

Exercise 14 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs.  

pun wed his red ten 
cry red owl fun dry 
den fun dew cry pun 
his she hip den she 
lid wed dry dew owl 

 

 

Exercise 15 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs. 

ice hat ban cat hat 
top dim con did box 
ban did fox pot mix 
net pot ice dim fox 
cat box bid top con 
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Exercise 16 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs.  

mop map boy pin lab 
dip hay owl end low 
nil low yes mob hay 

boy lab pin map toy 
owl mop nil end mob 

 

 

Exercise 17 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs.  

had lag bad fed lob 
own law lag now fad 
dab now bat bad lot 
far fed own lob far 
lot had egg law bat 

 

 

Exercise 18 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs. 

bag win bow now dew 
sun wed cab gap own 
gap now own sow dig 
mix bag win dew new 
new wed sow bow sun 
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Exercise 19 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs.  

men eel mad bug den 
has rug tip tap sip 
sip mix men tar man 

mad tap dug eel dug 
bug mix man rug tip 

 

 

Exercise 20 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs.  

nil eat hue lag not 
opt mat ton vow nil 
win not eat big pig 
pig now vow opt ton 
tea mat now tea lag 

 

 

Exercise 21 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs. 

den leg dry lag fur 
gem sip den mug gum 
law gum leg far gem 
end lag pin end law 
far mug dry fur eve 
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Exercise 22 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs.  

ear for wow fit mat 
sew wed dam pup lab 
bud was lab was wow 
may ear mat for his 
pup sew dam wed may 

 

 

Exercise 23 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs.  

had cog bob par hip 
bob cub hum eve bar 
fag cod had rap cod 

mud hip bar cog fag 
eve rap cub par fat 

 

 

Exercise 24 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs. 

caw dim hit ear cow 
dim cog ear log gun 
ten gun lit hug eye 
eye caw put cow ten 
box lit hug hit cog 
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Exercise 25 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs.  

ask why tap tab got 
old bat get lay how 
pot lay how sky bat 
sky dot tap get bee 
tab pot ask why got 

 

 

Exercise 26 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs.  

sin use tub wet elf 
bus new vow sit leg 

mow wet elf log vow 
win sin leg say sit 
log tub win bus new 

 

 

Exercise 27 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs. 

tax lit dew sin bow 
why wed bit win how 
dew how bow lit wed 
low hit gun low web 
web bit sin why hit 
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Exercise 28 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs.  

low wow way dam opt 
mad leg now mom bug 
fun way wax lug wax 

mom lug low hum wow 
now bug dam leg mad 

 

 

Exercise 29 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs.  

day far pug for hub 
hat for bay tan keg 
pug off keg far hit 
day bit bay hat hub 
hit peg hay bit peg 

 

 

Exercise 30 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs. 

sit vow leg beg day 
fit day hat get net 

dim hat net gut bow 
beg get bag bow sit 
dim bag leg fin fit 
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Exercise 31 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs.  

tax try pal cry fin 
dry won lay sun bow 
son tax pal dry try 
sew hit bow sun hit 
fin low son lay won 

 

 

Exercise 32 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs.  

dad rat bug raw car 
eve war ear eye mat 
bug tar car log big 
raw eye dad ear tar 
leg big rat eve leg 

 

 

Exercise 33 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs. 

leg fed hop few but 
was tub bat lid fat 
sad few but fed hop 
bus lid fur tub bus 
pot fat sad leg bat 
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Exercise 34 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs.  

now owl bar nil any 
par see low own rap 
own now met sea pop 
see rap nil owl bar 
pop pen sea par low 

 

 

Exercise 35 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs.  

rug sap tap rig lap 
fog pie ear fag vie 
bag lap rig win way 
mob fag sap rug bag 
pie tap vie fog win 

 

 

Exercise 36 - Spot the three words that do not have pairs. 

his dam dig see mad 
her one saw dog two 
see dog mad dim she 
god dim one bet dam 
dig her two god saw 
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Answers to PART TWO 

1 rug, six, man 2 dug, lay, mud 
3 fad, dip, boy 4 hip, dew, wet 
5 bob, say, dot 6 tie, ear, win 
7 tax, eye, sew 8 win, big ,die 
9 hue, lay, cub 10 law, dam, end 
11 war,  dog, hop 12 any, pig, pat 
13 six, ink, sip 14 ten, hip, lid 
15 net, mix, bid 16 dip, toy, yes 
17 dab, egg, fad 18 dig, mix, cab 
19 tar, has, den 20 hue, win, big 
21 eve, pin, sip 22 his, bud, fit 
23 mud, hum, fat 24 box, log, put 
25 old, dot, bee 26 say, mow, use 
27 gun, win, tax 28 fun, hum, opt 
29 off, hay, tan 30 vow, fin, gut 
31 sew, cry, low 32 war, mat, log 
33 was, fur, pot 34 any, met, pen 
35 way, ear, mob 36 his, she, bet,  
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Exercise 1 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

bet lid did rat top saw 
hug got dig tie did tag 
god fun was dog mug bet 
get dig mug war saw god 
sit tie rat got get hug 
die was dog lid top sit 

 

Exercise 2 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

box lax ace put men fox 
may can log net axe any 
apt pop mix tar fun pop 
leg fox may opt log mix 
put fun lax axe can six 
box ace any net tar leg 

 

Exercise 3 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs. 

sad fed bad gun peg guy 
lad dug buy hug sat dig 

gum sad dug had egg gun 
guy ear dig dim mug fed 
egg peg gum buy lad dad 
hug had dad use dim mug 
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Exercise 4 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

ton wet shy opt dew pet 
two son raw sky sin raw 
war too wed few ton put 
put ten sun war wed wet 
sky sin opt dew lid ten 

hum two shy son too sun 
 

Exercise 5 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

end mix sit hug his dim 
mix net fix who pug man 
met let man mud bug let 
for dim hug his him mud 

men ten met net fix ten 
pug she bug sit men for 

 

Exercise 6 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs. 

tin fin pop dog opt pip 
dog cop did mat row lax 
had pop pip fin pay did 
opt row tar hid fun top 
mat pet fun top tin tea 
tax tar hid lax pet had 
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Exercise 7 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

win cup put way lad cut 
new bee boy cut now put 
wax way mat not ebb dug 
lad boy sir sit man cap 
cap not now wax win ebb 
new man men bee mat sir 

 

Exercise 8 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

ten rap tad his fix tan 
hop his tan ten map par 
fur pal fax has gun ice 
leg fix ink par fur net 
ice net has leg tax tad 
tax pal rap sew map ink 

 

Exercise 9 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs. 

fit say mix bye far put 
tea gas met lag wet mix 
buy eat put sag dry why 
cry dry say far buy ray 
pop bye fit tea gas why 
eat sag hit lag pop met 
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Exercise 10 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

you dim big log gun sad 
her mad hot rug dam her 
owl log yes gun win bin 
rip won bin bye sir par 

dam win mad won rip rug 
sir you par dim big yes 

 

Exercise 11 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

ebb hug tea beg end leg 
let pub day had tin gun 
tin way ebb tie pub day 
pan leg bin let bad die 
had tie end war tea bin 
die beg bad way gun nib 

 

Exercise 12 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs. 

sob ear axe dew ice bus 
beg for lob hop cow has 
pen ace ear wed bus bee 
eye fur ice for eye ace 
wed hop egg van axe pen 
lob has beg sob bee egg 
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Exercise 13 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

tab she his rat owl bat 
sit ton tip hug own did 

bud hag not won she tar 
dew his bat dew use ton 
tar tab did sit hag own 

won led rat owl not hug 
 

Exercise 14 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

had fix tub ebb dip gut 
but fed tug rod yes fed 
rid yes egg mud bad dug 
gut sin bad fad tub rod 
fad toy dip tug sin sow 
ebb dug but rid had egg 

 

Exercise 15 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs. 

raw fin coy tie bye cry 
pot buy dry gin bid red 
die rig top let rug out 
dry bid gin pot cry cot 
top rug sun coy out buy 
bye cot rig tie fin die 
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Exercise 16 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

bin rat sin dog sow tar 
god own bar but own god 
tar coy bye vie vow dug 
dug but now sow put low 
sap put low vie bye sin 
dog rat bin ten  now coy 

 

Exercise 17 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

war tub sip tie bag wet 
sit get dry leg pal sir 
par wet pad bet raw sit 
raw dim bet war par owl 
bag tie leg beg dry met 
sir pad tub get met sip 

 

Exercise 18 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs. 

put far was tap man nib 
bin pen ink fin red sow 
ace pat man bin put owl 
tap gin lab lap fin got 
pen sow nib ink red pat 
gin lap far lab men owl 
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Exercise 19 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

saw leg dog bye sir buy 
rat yes day tap dig tie 
tie was fit was sin mow 
yes boy rat buy bee dry 
dry bee dig saw few sir 
fit bye leg sin dog day 

 

Exercise 20 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

due tug gum sit hit dew 
vet pat wed pit get gun 
raw his pit her war sip 
get sit gun pat bug dew 
war tap bud raw due tap 
his tug wed bug her gum 

 

Exercise 21 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs. 

dry tie pig wed hug rye 
due hug rye lax yet bye 
pay lax boy wag big boy 
met say egg yet yes fig 
bye big tie fig wed say 
dry egg tax pay wag due 
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Exercise 22 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

new pip buy win hug leg 
hat nib tin pat bin hid 
bin leg hog dug gun say 
gun van rug hid buy van 
pip cog tin hat rug sin 
say win hog new pat hug 

 

Exercise 23 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

gap tar pig guy doe fly 
hum ply hum pay pug cub 
pay rat yes pug red buy 
mob foe lad fly tar say 
red buy pig gap yes guy 
rat lad say doe few foe 

 

Exercise 24 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs. 

her mix vow hue hum she 
fur use for hay pan far 
hue lay say paw hug dog 
dog far mix fur her mow 
paw mow pan use mum hay 
hum for god hug vow lay 
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Exercise 25 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

wed pip bus hut pip his 
put new bit sip dad ram 
did due mar tan due hut 
tie gas wed put did bit 
hit sip his tie new dad 

ram bus bar mar hit hue 
 

Exercise 26 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

sow tax rig pad van rap 
bye dip was fix owl saw 
bid rip gut saw rip tug 
dig owl fix rug dig pad 
tug rap rig was sow own 
own hut dip bid gut tax 

 

Exercise 27 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs. 

dew dim jab red toy rig 
fur buy she beg jug fly 
red nib rig mud   boy leg 
beg toy ask fee dew jab 
jug rug dim fly she buy 

mud sky fee boy nib  rug 
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Exercise 28 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

rig low sat run toy was 
mug bed bus sun tie van 
saw die doe ran rug saw 
toy woe rig sub bed gym 
van mug run die sub tie 
bus rug was ran doe low 

 

Exercise 29 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

low owl dad box owl now 
hot say win yes ice bad 
tug lad low dud get say 
tax get way win boy cot 
bad won now tax tug dud 
yes dad boy lad box won 

 

Exercise 30 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs. 

own nil son red men tub 
bad man bus lot pin new 
got toe hot her but red 
but men pin see own bus 
new nil bad hot man son 
day lot now tub got her 
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Exercise 31 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

hop hue fee axe pat fed 
fed ace bud hop mud mop 

mop see tar ice odd bee 
hue saw bob bud ham ace 
dig ice see mud saw fee 
axe tar ham pat bee rat 

 

Exercise 32 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

hop tag let raw own win 
beg won sir fix toy fin 
fan mix fit bag fix hip 
hip bug six let fan nil 
raw bag win hop beg fit 
sir own fin six won mix 

 

Exercise 33 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs. 

jar gun cat fee sum has 
lad ray bus bar his lad 
jug fun jet gum jam fun 
bun ink sum pat car jug 
bus gum his gun cat bun 
bar jam car jet fee jar 
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Exercise 34 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

jug use fed big tow gun 
not yes she pit sip mug 
bow cow hit two ton jug 
toe use sip sun yes bow 
two not ton hit toe big 
cow gut mug tow fed she 

 

Exercise 35 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

rag hat bud bid red sit 
jar fig lap his sat leg 
any red bud dug bed coy 
bad leg sat lap tin jar 
tin fun dug fig bid fun 
sit bed mad his hat bad 

 

Exercise 36 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs. 

lap jab egg see wed bin 
bow dew cow one six saw 
toy lot fee bow tea egg 
may tea see rub lap dew 
fee bug bin wed jab bug 
rub six but cow lot toy 
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Answers to PART THREE 

1 die, tag, war, fun 2 opt, six, men, apt 
3 ear, bud, sat, use 4 hum, pet, lid, few 
5 him, she, who, end 6 tea, cop, pay, tax 
7 sit, cup, dug, men 8 fax, hop, gun, sew 
9 hit, ray, wet, cry 10 owl, sad, bye, hot 
11 pan, nib, war, hug 12 dew, van, fur, cow 
13 led, use, tip, bud 14 toy, fix, sow, mud 
15 red, sun, let, raw 16 bar, sap, vow, ten 
17 owl, beg, dim, pal 18 ace, got, men, was 
19 boy, few, mow, tap 20 vet, sip, hit, bud 
21 met, pig, tax, yes 22 cog, sin, nib, dug 
23 mob, ply, few, cub 24 mum, god, say, she 
25 gas, bar, tan ,hue 26 bye, rug, hut, van 
27 leg, sky, fur, ask 28 woe, sat, sun, gym 
29 hot, way, cot, ice 30 toe, now, see, day 
31 dig, bob, rat, odd 32 tag, bug, toy, nil 
33 pat, ray, ink, has 34 gun, sun, pit, gut 
35 any, rag, mad, coy 36 may, but, saw, one 
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PART FOUR 
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Exercise 1 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

fast dare torn bill past lost 
give fill gave fine born gone 
gone hare rice pest host gave 
pest born bill lost torn fast 
dare host give rice beat fill 

 

Exercise 2 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

bear born glad luck gold held 
hold hear nail band tuck loss 
send tall held hear born hand 
mail band send tuck bear glad 
luck nail gold fear hold hand 

 

Exercise 3 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs. 

bold born nice nine ball hold 
side doll bowl bold sand rice 
hold send held born bell dine 
nine sand ball rice held nice 
corn horn side corn doll bell 
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Exercise 4 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

boil fell land give this coil 
boss make sure bake heat hiss 
this toss boil sail loss make 
hive coil part hiss sure toss 
bake loss give hive land fell 

 

Exercise 5 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

tell lock took pack bill kite 
nice bite till look nice tone 
hill lack rice hope bite bend 

took care bend lock tell rice 
kite till pack hill look lack 

 

Exercise 6 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs. 

mail sang star meet bark grew 
mark slow meat rank sing mail 
star fund mark show beak meet 
tall grow rank ride fund grew 
ride beak slow sang meat bark 
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Exercise 7 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

cost meat flew blew down lime 
meal dive bike neat flow cake 
flow shop cake high bike beak 

dawn like meal flew meat dive 
high cost lime down shop blew 

 

Exercise 8 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

beat lost show hill heat turn 
fast pine hiss slow cost dine 
miss mile cost beat show deep 
deep turn heat dine burn hiss 
gave slow miss lost fast pine 

 

Exercise 9 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs. 

take sing lock bang lake maid 
sign bank tell drew draw just 
line lime take gold slow drew 

bang slow cube lake sing line 
gold sign just tell lime lock 
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Exercise 10 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

test want stop keep then weep 
hush stay them part went sure 
step nest time pure weak stay 
went weep want then nest stop 
them sure test step pure keep 

 

Exercise 11 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

note bold mast coat rung rest 
roll crow bolt nest land note 

must such drip read salt roll 
salt rest sung mast bolt sung 
coat rung nest crow such read 

 

Exercise 12 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs. 

seed lamp sage ride peck rain 
brow main clip dirt rage rode 
clap come rain main seed brow 
rage rode lamp came lamb clip 
came sage seen clap seen ride 
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Exercise 13 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

land bend even nice lake luck 
burn high what call wipe ever 
nice take band shop luck call 
even drag hand take bend drag 
land lake high wipe hand what 

 

Exercise 14 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

cage lion head peas rush ring 
bush meat post neat rate brag 
page cage rate news east bush 
rush show lion team show meat 
news neat peas ring post east 

 

Exercise 15 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs. 

west nose trap crew tied next 
next same pony like push name 
push died bike trap bark pony 
fish crow nose said died same 
said bark tied fish crew like 
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Exercise 16 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

take mend well gone sang lick 
find down ride sell swim gone 
cave sang luck hare paid find 
ride gown mend pond luck hare 
take sell paid lick cave down 

 

Exercise 17 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

game chap host read near full 
ring deep load lost bull thin 
spin thin game clap past ring 
past chap sang near dean clap 
host bull deep load read sang 

 

Exercise 18 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs. 

pull bare part blue feel drag 
fell reap bull root grow dare 

grow down pull bare plug bull 
dare care feel stay reap fell 
cart part blue down cart stay 
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Exercise 19 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

dive beam dash ball bush team 
nice wine drew stag bull rush 
live rush noun clay drew stay 
stay seen stag nice beam seen 

team dive ball dash noun bull 
 

Exercise 20 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

seem pray shed sign shut blue 
task blue bask tend tyre slew 
race bask slew peas prey glue 
glue seem prey sign fine shut 
lion pray tend fine task lion 

 

Exercise 21 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs. 

rush boil some frog rose dish 
dose city bomb pink coil frog 
plus drop rose city flag calf 
crop calf rush dose area boil 
pink flag some crop drop coil 
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Exercise 22 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

skin mood hall stab shut hair 
moon bowl stub skim many slab 
navy skim earn moon boil idea 
gate mood hear hair stub navy 
hear idea hall slab shut stab 

 

Exercise 23 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

swam peek rack lash sold then 
cold pool swim sack them hush 

them lick drug swam bone skip 
swim sack road rack lash cold 
hush bone peek drug sold lick 

 

Exercise 24 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs. 

name race rich type when ride 
some pipe rule such poet name 
type sunk done tyre wind pipe 
tyre such when ride luck hard 

some race luck wind rule done 
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Exercise 25 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

down coin high gate bate goat 
coil slow gown hero jeep slow 

grow high bike  loss boss seem 
boss hero coin down city grow 
city gown gate goat loss jeep 

 

Exercise 26 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

nest fine rice grin mule rude 
rice next grim warm lava lady 

hang hope than nice show nest 
mule fine grim rude grin silk 
hope nice lava silk show warm 

 

Exercise 27 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs. 

rice them grin here dead hose 
loss nice idea gave  mice dove 
mice lose toss boss rice lose 
give grin mine dead loss them 
hose boss gave idea mine give 
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Exercise 28 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

leaf make clap bone male trip 
coil blew body horn even ever 
deaf boil make male bray coil 
leaf ever earn blew flee earn 

body bone flee clap even boil 
 

Exercise 29 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

desk bomb crow flat dusk  bald 
fell beep cube come army bike 

duck flat comb fast colt comb 
flop dusk bald desk beep come 

bomb colt fell bike flop crow 
 

Exercise 30 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs. 

hole monk jump weak feed fine 
mend hold drop hard verb feel 
feel bend mild hold most tape 

drum hole fine jump mend weak 
monk hard most verb bend drop 
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Exercise 31 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

king this late soft must ship 
sand risk kind sake rusk rang 
ship soft thus rust slab pack 
sake tact rusk this kind sand 
risk slab must pack late rust 

 

Exercise 32 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

hide cold back robe part tell 
beck gush warm girl bold lazy 
tent moon tell hide back stun 
girl bold gush stun town gold 
lazy town cold warm tent part 

 

Exercise 33 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs. 

push east soap need ring rock 
dead soak same blue deny glue 
deny nest hear hunt soap nest 
need blue pass push dead hear 
rock deal east same pass ring 
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Exercise 34 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

huge miss shop torn milk boom 
bone wife mist wipe coal have 
torn gang stub ugly tall mist 
miss have lawn shop bone stub 
tall milk wife huge wipe ugly 

 

Exercise 35 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs.  

star coke gash deaf rang soak 
soak blow scar ward team glow 
find word bore free deaf blow 

ward team gasp poke bore gasp 
gash coke free find rang scar 

 

Exercise 36 - Spot the four words that do not have pairs. 

star torn blue deal dead deep 
ring east lawn soap lazy huge 

dead huge wife warm deal torn 
wife pass star east soap deep 

moon lazy warm moon lawn same 
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Answers to PART FOUR  

1 hare, fine, beat, past  2 tall, fear, loss, mail 
3 horn, dine, bowl, send 4 part, boss, sail, heat 
5 care, hope, tone, bill 6 grew, show, sing, tall 
7 like, dawn, neat, beak 8 mile, gave, hill, burn  
9 bank, cube, draw, maid 10 hush, time, park, weak 

11 bold, drip, land, must 12 come, dirt, lamb, beck 
13 burn, shop, ever, band 14 page, team, brag, head 
15 crow, bike, name, west 16 pond, well, swim, gown 
17 lost, spin, full, dean 18 care, drag, root, plug 
19 live, wine, bush, clay 20 race, peas, tyre, shed 
21 plus, area, bomb, dish 22 earn, gate, many, skin 
23 pool, then, road, skip 24 poet, rich, sunk, hard 
25 coil, bike, hate, seem 26 lady, than, hang, next 
27 here, toss, dove, mice 28 trip, horn, bray, deaf 
29 duck, fast, army, cube 30 tape, feed, drum, mild 
31 king, thus, rang, tact 32 beck, gold, moon, robe 
33 hunt, glue, deal, soak 34 boom, coal, lawn, gang 
35 star, word, poke, glow 36 ring, pass, blue, same 
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PART FIVE 
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Exercise 1 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs.  

leash there their peace widow click 
brown blend clock widen blind never 
never piece brown leash guest their 
rapid least creep quick march piece 
thorn blind clock widow thorn known 
march widen peace least there quick 

 

Exercise 2 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs.  

haste piece stall table tried awoke 
still drown match noted paste glide 

paste guide grown piece daddy drown 
tried pride pound quite cable haste 

daddy peace patch stall match guide 
patch table glide pound pride quite 

 

Exercise 3 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs. 

least while trick north petal route 
brown muddy crazy pedal march beast 
share growl trick nomad batch snare 
batch least poach north prick buddy 
snare pedal march buddy route petal 

muddy hatch brown poach growl hatch 
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Exercise 4 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs.  

alone drink flour adult place fresh 
germs panda reach flame bread germs 
erect bread event above cable eight 
dance flour found place beard cadet 
cadet alone order drink above erect 
fresh flame cable reach order event 

 

Exercise 5 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs.  

known reject owned power onion smell 
small quite noisy quiet tiger slack 

owned object tower thick owner reject 
stand renew brown river power brown 
quite known those small onion tiger 
smell quiet owner tower river renew 

 

Exercise 6 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs. 

drink resist found might aloud quick 
quite hound thank latch batch furry 
think might night frisk drawn brisk 
round thank furry hurry round found 
pilot pound hound drink latch quite 

drawn brisk frisk pilot quick aloud 
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Exercise 7 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs.  

worst lunch human knack dummy knock 
hunch slate punch style youth worse 
state stage rummy rifle bunch slate 
study tummy youth knock young knack 

dummy style bunch stage rummy hunch 
loyal worst lunch study human loyal 

 

Exercise 8 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs.  

flute madly grace blood right latch 
ruled green hotel draft cloud ruler 
movie blood sight brain greed sadly 
greed badly grace flute sight green 
sadly money pitch ruled draft games 
latch ruler right money pitch badly 

 

Exercise 9 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs. 

drown peach dress which click money 
breed thick flown peach clown witch 
honey brisk grace onion dress grace 
trick press drown trick model noisy 

teach witch thick money reach brisk 
which reach flown clown honey teach 
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Exercise 10 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs.  

bride medal thrown level reach drink 
brave stack final slack brake blown 
slice stake bride dried medal stick 

known thrown blown brake slice should 
stick level mouth drink pedal month 
stake slack month should stack brave 

 

Exercise 11 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs.  

toast organ noisy print smile steel 
other steal roast lucky roots toast 
lever noise pilot noise other level 
cover nosey lever south organ roast 
nosey lanky steel pilot print cover 
lemon level jeans smile steal south 

 

Exercise 12 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs. 

cheat clean knife bound bunch blaze 
stall lunch skull cheap milky still 

brand bound found meter lodge round 
route still puppy cheat stall magic 
cheap lunch blaze knife bunch brand 
milky idiom round Skull found meter 
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Exercise 13 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs.  

wages virus mango hairy sword leapt 
laugh shake tiger sweet thorn  value 

swoop stage leave hasty usage mango 
thorn wages woman virus liver taken 
train leave value swoop stage sword 
liver sweet shake hasty tiger leapt 

 

Exercise 14 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs.  

going digit taste death faith ghost 
lorry pander enjoy noble pupil dream 
front going cycle clerk grain cycle 
noble marks ghost every digit brain 
death faith truth enjoy  front pupil 
truth grain after taste pander every 

 

Exercise 15 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs. 

eaten frame grave eight rhino raise 
peace urban bring quiet brake petal 
funny brave eaten raise shame power 
power flask break frame brave brick 
grave eight elect funny truck bring 
quiet brake petal rhino break peace 
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Exercise 16 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs.  

speed click issue pound jewel plain 
harsh light thick ready found knock 
plain shirt stamp harsh guide tough 
click speed drain shoot found dense 
valid knock while issue stamp drain 

dense light jewel guide pound thick 
 

Exercise 17 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs.  

rupee quite pouch tummy poach usual 
three youth would roast tower queue 
roast shown robin touch pygmy until 

pouch queue rupee loyal usual white 
taken quite until three touch youth 
poach tower panda would robin tummy 

 

Exercise 18 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs. 

equal focus noisy flush sport peace 
which total daisy older razor curly 
tight peace shawl short which happy 
shout curly weave fleet daisy sport 
crush equal noisy focus group tight 
total fleet shout razor flush short 
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Exercise 19 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs.  

vital twist voter tiger tooth trial 
lucky tiger blown yield teeth tribe 
flown bowel worst those these worst 
doing blown power flown nurse lucky 
those voter teeth twist yield ocean 
vital tribe agent these tooth power 

 

Exercise 20 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs.  

young voice woman thick weigh water 
smile event token smoke wagon voice 
upper eight young waste purse token 
think thick glory woman upper widow 
fresh wagon smoke towel water cried 
waste weigh cried eight smile think 

 

Exercise 21 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs. 

until noted while often whale purse 
expel mummy rural viper reach tummy 
until yummy round phone crawl fifty 
crawl often tummy object today pulse 
whale noted paste mummy while rural 
reach object pulse round purse phone 
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Exercise 22 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs.  

rusty draft rainy pearl enjoy gloom 
frown blood phone plant repay paise 
bloom place paise flood draft peace 
games reject enjoy throw rusty bloom 
pearl gloom tidal blood place repay 
rainy plant flood frown minus games 

 

Exercise 23 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs.  

clamp dance dress forty earth front 
germs faith grade grass ahead class 
glass champ class weigh drive delay 

drawn delay clamp below glass flame 
weigh dress dance germs grass drive 
forty front older earth grade faith 

 

Exercise 24 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs. 

right waved using where troop wrong 
crowd urine cured puppy light white 
fried ratio right wrong urine rowdy 

poppy valid worry nudge troop valid 
white nerve crowd waved using poppy 
where light puppy ratio essay worry 
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Exercise 25 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs.  

charm green churn drill crash drain 
drill great munch fifth close chess 

chess drain bench brain thigh field 
lucky hunch crash syrup munch hunch 
fifth charm elbow great green black 

crush field brain bench churn crush 
 

Exercise 26 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs.  

rinse peace pinch quiet prowl onion 
brass extra quite older dress demon 
piece quiet burly filth punch newly 
punch rainy curly rinse peace pinch 
offer prowl newly brass quick burly 
older onion dress quite rainy piece 

 

Exercise 27 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs. 

skirt slice empty geese steam sixth 
early rigid giant slate stale roots 
ovens spine shirt fresh grind marry 
slate geese roots stale valve shirt 
fresh skirt slice trash giant early 

empty slump grind steam spine sixth 
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Exercise 28 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs.  

porch munch boots clean crush tasty 
spoke hours cobra drama woven poked 
haste tasty sugar boots taste crash 
joked clean crash torch civic inner 
porch hoots civic cobra hours haste 

munch crush taste joked poked drama 
 

Exercise 29 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs.  

check drift still front flick first 
brave dirty crave flock plate funny 
flesh armed stall pluck brave front 
draft check first drift faced stall 
drone crave flock chart flesh utter 

still pluck funny flick dirty draft 
 

Exercise 30 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs. 

twins token model prime waste snuff 
twist dozen twine tuber pilot waist 
swift tuber elect tamed trash swift 
prime table waste twins twist tooth 
spell brush token trash model brush 
twine waist snuff noble table tamed 
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Exercise 31 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs.  

bulky crack boxer caste court bully 
brass chart brace curly buddy avoid 
cause write bully chart ahead dummy 
buddy avoid curse ahead trace court 
aimed brace bulky uncle curse brass 
crack caste cause trace boxer fewer 

 

Exercise 32 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs.  

razor rupee nylon spell proud pills 
video start spill rowdy olive sport 
optic hotel cover razor total roots 
pills glued sport spill eagle silly 
silly total roots claim start proud 

rupee nylon rowdy optic spell hotel 
 

Exercise 33 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs. 

learn small towel stove which woman 
watch wheat stove witch treat twice 
viper pearl stiff women wheat since 

woman stuff treat viper wrong which 
twice watch unity smell towel stone 
stiff small stone witch stuff women 
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Exercise 34 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs.  

tower pluck their total razor trick 
blown dozen spell widen blind never 
never piece blown tower spell haste 
rapid least creep quick march peace 
haste blind peace razor thorn dozen 
march widen total least pluck quick 

 

Exercise 35 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs.  

shirt tough snuff stuck tried witch 
crack glide notch which quiet glide 

pound guide short brown croak drown 
tried quiet witch quite short pitch 

brown which patch tough stuck guide 
pitch stick notch pound crack croak 

 

Exercise 36 - Spot the six words that do not have pairs. 

toast while thick south stent route 
brown still crazy pedal batch beast 
share hatch trick hitch thick slide 
batch dream poach still frisk dream 
snare stent south share route pedal 
slide hitch toast poach crazy hatch 
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Answers to PART FIVE  

1 creep, rapid, gust, known, click, blend 
2 still, noted, grown, cable, awoke, peace 
3 nomad, crazy, while, share, prick, beast 
4 panda, adult, beard, found, eight, dance 
5 object, noisy, thick, slack, stand, those 
6 resist, think, hurry, batch, night, pound 
7 stale, punch, rifle, tummy, worse, young 
8 madly, movie, hotel, brain, cloud, games 
9 breed, noisy, onion, press, click, model 

10 dried, final, reach, pedal, known, mouth 
11 lemon, lanky, jeans, lucky, roots, noisy 
12 route, puppy, idiom, lodge, magic, clean 
13 laugh, train, hairy, woman, usage, taken 
14 lorry, marks, after, brain, clerk, dream 
15 urban, truck, brick, shame, elect, flask 
16 ready, valid, while, tough, shirt, shoot 
17 shown, taken, loyal, pygmy, white, panda 
18 weave, shawl, older, happy, group, crush 
19 bowel, agent, doing, ocean, nurse, trial 
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20 event, fresh, glory, purse, towel, widow 
21 yummy, viper, today, paste, expel, fifty 
22 phone, reject, throw, peace, tidal, minus 
23 champ, below, ahead, flame, drawn, older 
24 fried, cured, essay, rowdy, nudge, nerve 
25 lucky, syrup, elbow, thigh, black, close,  
26 extra, filth, curly, demon, quick, offer 
27 rigid, ovens, valve, trash, slump, marry 
28 spoke, sugar, woven, torch, inner, hoots 
29 armed, chart, faced, drone, plate, utter 
30 dozen, elect, pilot, noble, tooth, spell 
31 write, uncle, dummy, fewer ,curly, aimed 
32 cover, claim, glued, eagle, olive, video 
33 pearl, unity, wrong, since, smell, learn 
34 rapid, piece, their, creep, thorn, trick 
35 shirt, stick, snuff, patch, quite, drown 
36 brown, snare, while, trick, frisk, beast 
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